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Self Finish Boats Limited 

Product Guide 
 

 

The Largs Skiff GRP hulls are all built to adhere to Lloyds rules both in terms of 

products used and design specification. 

The Hulls are 18ft (5.48m) in length with a beam of 5ft (1.52m) 

 

Custom Built Option  

From £2995 

The custom-built options include a non-slip deck, foam filled buoyancy tanks, 

rudder and tiller, fitted gunwales and thwarts. The choice of finishing in either 

Larch, Mahogany or Oak is avail We would also fit a keel band in either brass or 

stainless steel. Rowlocks and leather collard oars are also an option. The choice 

of hull colour and internal colour, colour of the non-slip desk would also be up 

to the customer.  If the Largs Skiff is to be used for sailing we can also include a 

dagger board fitting, mast, sails and riggings of the customers choice. The best 

starting point in commissioning a custom-built option is to email or call us to 

begin the process.  

 

Mid-Finish Option 

£1895 

The mid finished option has a fitted deck and foam filled buoyancy tanks. The 

choice of hull colour and internal colour, colour of the non-slip desk would be 

for the customer. A dagger board fitting is also an option if the Largs Skiff is to 

be finished as a sailing boat. If you want the dagger board option, please 

contact us to discuss this option. The boat would then require finishing with 

wooden gunwales, and thwarts as a minimum. A rudder and tiller would also 
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be required. This option would suit someone who wanted to utilise or develop 

their carpentry skills to achieve their desired finish.  

 

Basic Self Finish Option 

£1395 

The basic Self Finish option is a bare hull without a deck of any buoyancy tanks. 

The fitting of buoyancy tanks and either a permanent or removable deck 

boards would be required. The choice of hull colour and internal colour, colour 

of the non-slip desk would be for the customer. A dagger board fitting is also 

an option if the Largs Skiff is to be finished as a sailing boat. If you want the 

dagger board option, please contact us to discuss this option. This option 

would suit someone wanting to do a much of the fitting out as possible.  

 

Wooden finishing kit 

£145 

We can provide a Larch finishing kit for the thwarts and gunwales. These come 

plained and ready for sanding. The gunwales pieces are pre-scarfed for joining 

with epoxy. Please note that all pieces in this kit are slightly over sized and will 

require minimal working to give precision fitting.  

 

Training Course 

£145 or Free 

A weekend training course is available a no cost when purchasing one of our 

Self Finish options. These weekend courses will be run four times per year 

based at our workshop in Forfar, Scotland. We will cover some of the key skills 

required including: GRP repair and bonding, Varnishing, Scarf jointing, epoxy 

adhesives and Steam bending. These courses are also available without 

purchasing a Self-Finish hull at a cost of £145 per person.  
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Boat Trailer 

£1295 

We can provide a new galvanised road trailer. At an additional cost there is the 

option to include a launching trolley for greater ease of launch and recovery. 

Please contact us to discuss this option.  

 

Self Finish Boats Limited – Classic Sail range  

From £55 per square meter.  

We offer our own range of custom-made classic sails. Our range includes made 

to measure: 

Lug Sails   Gaff Sails 

Lanteen Sails  Sprit Sails  Gunter Sails 

> High density white Dacron® Dimension Polyant® 

> Tan or Beige option available 

> 6 stroke triple zig-zag seam 

> UV resistant thread and seams 

> Classic cut panels design 

> Custom head, rope and stainless steel eyelet 

> Tack, clew, throat and peak stainless steel eyelet 

> Large radial reinforcements 

> Leech line 

> One or two rows reefing points 

> Loose foot 

> Sail bag 

> Two year guarantee 
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Delivery  

 

 

▪ Scotland (excluding Islands) £100 

▪ North and North West £150 

▪ Wales, Midlands and East Anglia £180 

▪ South West, South East and London £200 
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